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Department Summaries

Public Safety Radio System Upgrade

- Ordinance 20,524 passed on December 20, 2011, for $8,725,905.00.
- Change Order #1 to include $400,000 grant from State of Arkansas and upgrade of software for AWIN system.
- The Customer Design Review has been completed.
- Change Order #2 reduces our contract value to $8,506,756.48 and we gain a 350 foot tower with shelter and the AWIN system assumes responsibility for 40 workstations and installation costs.
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Public Safety Radio System Upgrade

- Change Order #3 to upgrade Batesville Pike location generator, transfer switch gear and upgrade of electrical panels. Contract value with this change is $8,626,780.48.

- Assembly of components continues at all three (3) tower sites.

- Additional work at tower sites and in the Communications Center.

- Design and preliminary console placement work in Communications Center continues.

- Final delivery, installation and software configuration in progress. Final acceptance check-list under review.
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12th Street Station

- Majority of land has been acquired.
- Design concept drawing has been approved and architectural firm has commenced construction drawings in preparation for construction bidding.
- Construction Management contracts are being finalized, sub-contractors identified and additional funding scheduled for Board action on June 18, 2013.
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12th Street Station

- Construction Management contracts have been finalized, sub-contractors selected and actual construction began July 24, 2013.
- Construction continues with approximately 50% of project completed.
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West Little Rock Police Station Renovation

➢ The Department is still actively evaluating properties along Cantrell Road west of Interstate 430.

➢ Negotiation with principal architect in final stages.
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LRPD Staffing & COPP Officers

➤ Recruit School #75 graduated 18 new Police Officers on May 31, 2013.
➤ Recruit School #76 (COAT) graduated 4 new Officers on May 4, 2013.
➤ Recruit School #77 (COAT) graduated 2 new Officers on July 26, 2013.
➤ Recruit School #78 graduated 32 new Police Officers on January 24, 2014.
➤ Recruit School #79 (COAT) graduated 4 new Officers on November 15, 2013.
➤ Recruit School #80 (COAT) graduated 2 new Officers on January 24, 2014.
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911/311 Communications Call Takers

- Actively recruiting applicants for 19 vacant positions.
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Main Police Headquarters & Courts

- Initial design concept has commenced.